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Good room acoustics now also with sound absorbing roller blinds
Création Baumann is expanding its worldwide unique acoustic collection with functional sound absorbing
roller blinds.

Musiktheater im Revier Gelsenkirchen / Umbria R

Yet again, the Systems Collection from Création Baumann demonstrates the Langenthal based textile specialist’s creativity and innovation within the sector of interior shading systems and functional textiles. This
year new products for the roller blind, panel and vertical blind sectors will not just be generating a good
ambience in the contract sector but also in residential furnishing. They can be used to regulate and control
visibility and glare as well as to absorb sound.

The highly functional and transparent “Primacoustic” fabric for example is now also available as a sound
absorbing roller blind. “Primacoustic R” whose colouring ranges from white, to light grey and anthracite and
is available in a roller blind width of 250 cm which is perfect for office environments. “Umbria R”, the versatile
classic also possesses sound absorbing properties as a roller blind. The broad colour palette which ranges
from pastel hues and neutral tones to intensive colours is particularly exciting. Flame-retardant roller blinds
in Trevira CS were used to renovate the “Musiktheater im Revier”, in Gelsenkirchen (Germany). More than
seventy electronic blinds, which can all be individually controlled have been used to optimise sound quality
in the concert hall. Depending on the genre of music, the specially customised blinds in “Umbria R” quality
are used to a greater or lesser extent to optimise the sound quality. Owing to the applied technology and
the specially customised black, the blinds fade optically into the background.

Thus calm returns to the office and public buildings. The sound absorbing roller blinds supplement the
innovative, worldwide unique, acoustic collection by Création Baumann.
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